
ReplacingFiatMultiplaWishboneBushes

The wishbones on the Multipla often fail.  It is probably the width of the chassis. The design is fine 
and is used on several Fiat models.  The replacement is really straightforward.   It is easy to become 
paranoid about repairs on the Multipla but fortunately the wishbones are cheap on ebay at between 
£26 and £44 a side.  Just ask before buying where they were made as they could come from China 
where the Multipla is now produced.  I was told the ones I fitted on my son’s Multipla were made in 
the EU.

I am writing this because of a recent problem.  My bug passed its MOT on 20th March 2013 and 
exactly 16 days and 435 miles later I noticed a strange self-centring tug on the steering after a 
corner.  I returned home and took the NS wheel off - pics 1a and 1b show what I found.  Pic 1c is of 
the sound OS one!
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It wasn’t obvious what had happened but as it had just passed its MOT I decided I would try to just 
replace the front bush. That would avoid the labour of removing the whole arm, which I have done 
on my son’s Multipla. 
The ends are available on ebay for about £10 but I ordered mine from Shop4parts for £11.87 
delivered after my 10% discount from the FiatForum.  I removed the damaged front bush housing 
by unscrewing the two bolts.  It was then obvious what had happened because the centre steel bush 
was rusted to the wishbone shaft.  Clearly the subsequent action of the suspension had broken the 
bond between the inner centre steel bush and the rubber and had quickly ‘unwound’ the rubber bush 
out of the outer housing.  This can only happen to the front bush because the rubber in the rear one 
has metal retaining plates on each end.  
Pic 2a shows the raised wishbone, Pic 2b the outer housing, Pic 2c the rusted-on inner steel bush.
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I could not budge the inner steel bush with a small stilson.  I tried heating it and penetrating oil as it 
cooled.  I had to remove the whole wishbone after all.  I then tried a 24” stilson wrench!  In the end 
I used my angle grinder to cut a deep groove in it, being careful not to go right through.  I then used 
a hammer and chisel in the groove until the steel rotated a little on the shaft.
The stilson helped make it move more freely and I then drifted the bush off the shaft.  Pic 2d shows 
the removed steel bush and the rusted part of the shaft.  The rust was only on the raised flange on 
the inner end of the shaft. Pic 2e shows the buffed-up shaft and Pic 2f the part numbers in the 
casting.
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It was only then that I discovered I had a problem.  Unfortunately you have to know whether your 
wishbones are original or after-market, but how would you know!  An original one might be 
stamped with an Alfa 8-digit part number.  Mine had a 5-digit one whereas the after-market 
‘universal’ ones I have used have only a single letter.  The number on my (NS) wishbone was 5408S 
and other marks on the casting were 42 JP and symbols which may be Alfa or a clone manufacturer. 
The numbers on the OS wishbone would be slightly different.
You need to be clear which one you have before ordering.  If I had removed the outer housing I 
would have seen that the inner end had a raised flange. 
If your wishbone is an original Alfa one, or was replaced by one from your friendly Fiat stealer, or 
is a cloned one, the front bushes are handed.

The OEM part numbers are NS 60652465 and OS 60652466.  (Shop4parts numbers are 2214 
and 2213, respectively, but the one I was sent was identical to the unhanded ones and didn’t fit 
so instead use ebay and get the seller to confirm.)
Otherwise after-market universal front bushes are not handed. The shop4parts part number 
is 2068
Mine had rusted only at the flange end so there is something to be said for the after-market ones!  
With the right type it would be easy to slide a replacement bush and housing on to the wishbone 
stub axle.

If buying on ebay it will say LH or RH in the title if it is handed, otherwise the universal ones are 
the same for both sides.

Fitting a wishbone
This job is well within the compass of a DIYer.
To remove the wishbone you have to remove the 4 bolts holding the front and rear bush mountings 
to the front subframe and the single bolt holding the swivel to the bottom of the suspension mount.  
The wishbone will then be easy to slide out.  Refitting is not so easy and a new one is quite difficult 
because the bushes will be stiff and tight.  I have found that if you first slacken (but don’t quite fully 
remove) the two bolts on the anti roll bar bracket for the side you are working on, and remove the 
top outward facing nut on the drop link the task is made easier.
You must use a G-clamp to bring the mounts down against the front subframe to avoid stripping the 
threads in the rear alloy mount.  The front one is steel and causes no problems.
Once down flat, fit the two front mounting bolts.  Then use a torch to check the holes of the alloy 
rear mounting are in the right position.
“Victor Sylvestor” – The Fiat Multipla Owners Club UK
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